
HAMISH M BROWN

The Atlas End to End

(Plates 60-65)

'The Atlas Mountains, south from the Pillars of Hercules, beyond
the Gardens of the Hesperides (where the golden apples grow) ... '

Some such text, read as a boy, was my first consciousness of the Atlas
Mountains. In the mid-sixties I spent two winters in the High Atlas,

encouraged by the enthusiastic reports of Tom Weir and Gavin Maxwell.
We did quite a bit of climbing then (see Al71, 43-50 and 275-280, 1966) but
climbing is perhaps the most neglected"aspect today when stereotyped winter
ski-mountaineering and trekking account for most visitors, with the Toubkal
trail suffering the main impact, as does the 'highest summit' of most
countries.

There is tremendous untouched potential for all facets of mountaineering,
virtually year round, in an inexpensive country that is our nearest exotically
different neighbour, with a delectable climate, good food, and delightful
Berber mountain people. Having discovered this, an ever-growing group
of us return, year after year, often for months together, and in 1995 we took
this basic knowledge and continuing enthusiasm to its logical conclusion
and made the longest complete traverse of the Atlas that we could devise.

Far from being a climactic conclusion to our wanderings, this journey
has fired in us a renewed desire for the 'wild and lovely places of the earth'.
There were so many good places we only saw en passant. Another lifetime
could be spent exploring the Atlas. More and more I try to divert people
from the hackneyed, however good, to discover the particular magic of
travelling through areas uncontaminated by the greyness of western culture
and its crass materialism.

I have needed to let months slip by before being able to look back over
the trip realistically, objectively. Perhaps the pleasantest aspect of all is the
memory of the varied and superb camping places. Our first night was the
coldest - a hard frost on a lonely dried-out lake - while only a few days
later we were among tall, scented cedars. One camp was wedged in the
depths of a gorge, one was by a delectable tarn; others were by friendly
villages or under the shadow of an old castle. Other camps were on high
pastures with fantastic mountain views, and every camp site up the Oued
Nfis and every bivouac along the Western Atlas was notable. The hard
part wasn't the going on, it was stopping when we reached the sea!
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Bou Iblane, Azurki, Rhat, Tignousti, Anghomar, Taska n' Zat, Aksoual,
Toubkal, Amendach, Imaradene, Ras Moulay Ali, Awlim and Tinergwet
are all major peaks but perhaps the cream of our journey was the high-level
traversing in the Toubkal massif and along the Western spine, a complete
traverse of the latter not likely to have been done before. Apart from Michael
Peyron's two-volume Great Atlas Traverse, English guides to the area are few
and are based on minimal experience. Peyron, being densely thorough,
can be a little difficult to use, but nevertheless it is invaluable and the pro
duct of lifelong enthusiastic exploration, from which sprang the official
recognition of the Grande Traverse des Atlas Marocaines (GTAM) as the core
of Atlas activity.

Maps are difficult to obtain but both Charles Knowles and I had been
collecting them for decades so we were well supplied. For convenience I
colour-copied the required parts onto A4 sheets which went into a Route
Book file along with all the other information I was able to dig up. We
almost had a problem early on when snow foiled our original plans; and
we made utter fools of ourselves near the end when changing from a 50,000
to a 100,000 scale map without noticing the difference - and had a 3D-mile
day as a result! The last ten miles of that was covered in two hours, which
indicates another aspect of such a long walk: one becomes superbly fit, to

an extent impossible otherwise. After a month or two one seems to 'float'
along. (Alas, this level of fitness is soon lost again afterwards!) Incidentally,
enforced diversions or changes of plan, which might disappoint elsewhere,
in the Atlas matter not at all; the route is simply different, not down-graded.

On all such trips the weather is the largest practical factor. We had rain
on 19 out of the first 37 days, which was unusual- as to a lesser extent was
the fact that thereafter we had no rain at all and the last week was furnace
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60. The Atlas mountains: peaks above the Dildes gorges near Msemrir.
(Hamish M Brown) (P148)

61. Oujdad's horn in the Taghia gorges
above Zawyat AhancaJ.
(Hamish M Brown) (P148)

62. The Cascades d'Ouzzoud.
(Hamish M Brown) (P148)
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hot. (Oh, the well-being of walking in the kindly sun!) We had some
memorable deluges too, walking ankle-deep in rushing red water, and some
good thunderstorms. But the most usual weather was sun and, at night,
stars of glorious clarity.

As parties of friends joined us periodically, we had some definite fixed
points; in between those we could be flexible. The basic route was planned
a good two years ahead, its fixed points being determined by vital souk
days or by having to reach a water source or a rendezvous. Our party was
Charles, from Sheffield, myself from Fife, Ali from the Medlawa and Hosain
from Imoulas (both Western Atlas). Ali and Hosain went ahead and bought
mules (they were named 'Taza' and 'Tamri' after our starting and finishing
points) and the groups joining us hired mules for their sections. We often
stayed with old Berber friends and muleteers who then joined in for those
sections. We were a large and cheerful caravan at times and having this
mixture ensured good contacts all along the way. Young Ali was the vital
man in the field, a superb route-finder, brilliant with animals and at making
friends, cooking and baking bread (on a hot stone over a wood fire), and at
finding vital water and keeping the bltreaucrats happy.

Charles and I had a pact that if either of us fell out (or off!) the other
would go on (everything was in the Route Book, after all). But if Ali had
fallen out, it would have been a serious blow. On one occasion I had to
drag him to the dentist in Marrakech to have some teeth (decayed by mint
tea) pulled. This, along with my legs gaining a thousand spots for a week,
Charles being off-colour for a few days, and another member of the team
being really ill for 24 hours, was the total of our medical worries.

What is almost impossible to convey in a short article is the unrelenting
scale and toughness of the going, even though usually on historic mule
tracks. Passes as well as peaks dominated our lives. What none of us had
suspected was how the going would prove tougher on Taza and Tamri
than on us. Mules are not accustomed to working hard for 96 consecutive
days and they suffered. Although more complicated, hiring for set stages
would be a wiser choice, and theirs is likely to remain a unique story. They
were great characters - one placid and middle-aged, the other a naughty
teenager!

While moving on was the natural order of things, we particularly rel
ished the places where we stayed a second night. Normally we were up at
the crack of dawn and would set off ahead of the mules. They would catch
up and, perhaps after a picnic together, push on ahead to find the next site,
while we would follow after, occasionally just hoping we would find the
camp. We always did, somehow, for Charles, Ali and I had been together
so often that we could almost read each others' minds. A welcome brew, a
tasty tagine, some planning and relaxing and early to bed was our usual
regime. Plenty of fresh vegetables and fruit and meat on the hoof or the
wing ensured we ate well, which is an important factor on any major expe
dition and not just a luxury.
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When we reached Telouet and the big Tizi n' Tichka road over the Atlas
we had a week off, which was quite good psychologically but essential to
comply with the three-month tourist stamps on our passports. While the
GTAM could have been done within the three months, this would have
introduced an element of hurry which we were determined to avoid. This
was to be a fun trip, relished at the time and not just in retrospect, as are so
many expeditions. The reality was that the traverse proved a continuous
glorious 'high' throughout and, afterwards, life has seemed flat by contrast.
Our normal lives are so cluttered. The GTAM was both a simplifying and
an amplifying experience. Whatever they do in the Atlas, everyone even
tually always finds that it is the trekking - the journeying - that becomes
the greatest reward. There's an elemental appeal about such continuity
that runs back to man's origins. We are nomads at heart and urban life is a
crime against our humanity.

I judge a civilisation by the amount of laughter and singing I hear, and
the traditional Berber way of life scores highly on this scale. Many times
we were taken in and feted by complete strangers, despite arriving unex
pectedly and sometimes like drowned rats. Shortly after our arrival the tray
of mint tea would appear, followed by fresh hot bread and butter or other
treats. Later there would be a traditional tagine or cous cous. I was very
much reminded of my youthful wanderings in the Scottish Highlands where
the same hospitable background existed in what was then essentially a
crofting economy. It exists in many places where tough landscapes soar up
into big mountain ranges and, as elsewhere, it is often these other things,
the people, the friendships, that steal our hearts away.

Romantic rightness had us travelling from Taza to Tamri rather than the
other way round (visions of riding our charges into the sea to finish), and I
would still prefer this order of travel, even if Peyron's descriptions have to
be read backwards and the steep ascents are all made under the smiting sun.

The biggest surprise for me was the extent and quality of the cedar forest
country. For much of the first two weeks we enjoyed this landscape which
most visitors only glimpse from well-known but limited tourist spots. We
were impressed by the preservation and regeneration being undertaken too.

Quite a few visitors want to backpack alone in the Atlas with little or no
local help. This is often a mistake. One of the greatest joys of this trip (and
all our trips) was its involvement with local people. Theirs is the expertise
and the local knowledge. Navigation is complex and the use of a guide or
the muleteers will often prove vital to success. They are great fun too.

One stores a kaleidoscope of memories: the special places where alpine
flowers ran riot, descending the Gouffre de Friouwata (like a Pennine pot
hole), the vast Moulouya plains with Jbel Masker and Ayachi curving out
of sight over the earth's rim, the exploding springs of the Taghia gorges, the
surviving castles of Agoudim, a setback on Azurki just to remind us of our
fallibility, Mohammed Achari's hospitality in the Bou Goumez, the Tizi n'
Tighist rock carvings, the sheep festival, the balcony ringing of Jbel Rhat



63. Taoujdad in the Taghia gorges
near Zawyat Ahancal.
(Hamish M Brown) (P148)

64. Moulay Ali above the Medlawa valley,
Western Atlas. (Hamish M Brown) (P148)

65. East from Wanourt in the Western Atlas. (Hamish M Brown) (P148)
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and the blue view to far Toubkal from its summit, the gentian meadows,
the dancing in a nomad tent at Telouet, the extraordinary days wading up
the Oued Zat (once we had found the way in), the jet-stream camp on top
of Jbel Toubkal, at 4l67m the highest peak in North Africa, the Oued Nfis
ascent (so much our country along with its source up on the lost world of
the Tichka Plateau), the final 'Cuillin Ridge' of the western spine and the
peak of peaks Moulay Ali, Imouzzer's luxury and its 'fossilised' waterfall,
and the last glowing sunset from our bivouac under an argan tree ... you
cannot predict the surprises. One has to plan carefully, work at it, yes, but
without the element of serendipity we would have a lesser song to sing;
without a big framework there would be less to colour in. As Ninian
Campbell says in The New Road: 'Half the sport of life is starting and the
other half is getting on the way, and everything is finished when it's done.
I would never take the nearest way anywhere.'

Peaks climbed or traversed:
Tazekka, 1980m
Jbel Bou Iblane, 31 72m
Jbel Achlem Alem, 3462m
Jbel Habbid, 2447m
Jbel Habbou, 2488m
Aroudane (Aioui), 3359m
Ifrilzene, 3171 m
Azurki, (E Top) 3640m
Jbel Rhat, 3797m
Jbel Tignousti, 3820m (traverse)
Jbel Tighaline, 3326m
Jbel Anghomar (Ingehamar) 3609m
Zarzemt, 31l3m
Taska n' Zat, 39l2m

(via N Ridge)
Arjo6t,3741m
Tougroudadane, 3320m
Aksoual, 3842m (via Tizi Likemt)
Tichki,3753m
Ago6jdad de Tichki, 3607m
Afeko'i, 3765m
Toubkal, 4167m (Morocco's

highest, various routes)

Ras, 4080m, and
Timesguida Ouanoukrim, 4088m

Amendach, 3382m
Azrou Asdim, 3143m
Asdim Minor (Asdim SW, c3000m)
Awlim, 3043m
Askawn, 3078m
Lma' dene, 3256m
Imaradene (Tassiwt), 3352m
Moulay Ali, 3349m
Aquelmoun, 3251 m
Adrar n' Fiyil, 3114m
Mtdadene, 3366m
Wanourt, 3182m
Tit Oulli, 3247m
Adrar Oulzguim, 3253m
Adrar n' Birkwane, 3173m
Jbel Awlim, 3428m
Jbel Tinergwet, 3551m
SW Peak, 3434m
Adrar n' Dern, 3032m
Jbel Tichka, 3025m
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Summary: A Grand Traverse of the Atlas Mountains (GTAM) was followed
in 1995, between 28 March and 10 July, by Hamish Brown, Charles
Knowles, El Aouad Ali, Ossana el Hosain, with the mules 'Taza' and
'Tamri'. The team were joined for sections of the route by, first, 'the flower
gang': Charles Aitchison, David Tattersfield, Francis Higgins, Lorraine
Nicholson and Nicola Barr, later by Max and Chris Huxham, Chris Bond,
John Barnard, and then Graeme Helliwell and Tony Meikle.

Guidebooks: Michael Peyron's Great Atlas Traverse (2 volumes), published
by West Col, is the only guidebook of its kind in English and indispensable
for trekking in remoter parts of the Atlas mountains.
The Rough Guide to Morocco has much on the hil1s and is both practical and
regularly up-dated (latest edition 1996).

Maps: These are difficult to obtain but contacting Atlas Maps (address below)
may help. The AC library has al1 current guidebooks to the Atlas. Note
also a recent West Col map!guide to the Central Atlas (Mgoun Massif).

I am happy to provide information, give slide shows of the Atlas or even lead special
groups, and can be contacted at Atlas Maps, 26 Kirkcaldy Road, Burntisland, Fife
KY39HQ (July-January only - SAE please!)
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